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The Project

The project:
To travel to Asia and back without taking a plane: by means of bike, train and boat. 
With the objective of doing a solidarity mission once there. 
The project will last 1 year.

Les itinerary:
1) Cycle through Turkey
2) Boat to South-East Asia.
3) 3 months on location: Wwoofing on local farms for 1 month, and 2 months of a 

solidarity mission for an association which meets the values that we wish to 
promote and defend. 

4) Cycle towards Pékin 
5) Trans-Siberian Railway from Pékin to Moscow
6) Cycle  from Moscow to France
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Dates:
Between September 2021 and September 2022: 1 year

Objectives:
▪ Low carbon emission travel (bike, boat, train)
▪ Humanitarian initiatives (1 month of Wwoofing and 2 months of solidarity 

mission in South-East Asia)
▪ Going back to the essentials by putting meetings and social interactions at 

the center of the project (by sleeping and eating at volunteer's houses)

Communication: 

We plan on communicating on social media professionally and in detail once 
every 2 weeks before our departure, and once every week during our trip.

We plan to shoot at least one video recap of our advancement every months 
(approx 5 min).
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• Cycle towards Turkey

• Boat towards South-East Asia

• Cycle towards Pekin

• Trans-Siberian Railway from 
Pekin to Moscow

• Cycle from Moscow to France
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The Schedule



The team 
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Senghor  Emilien Elliott Elliot

4 students in engineering school at ENSE3 (school of Water, Energy and 
Environment, school member of the National Polytechnic Institute of 

Grenoble)



The team 
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Senghor THUMERELLE-SALNOT (Vice-Président):
 Originally from Paris, his strong environmental convictions led him to join 
ENSE3. Specializing in electrical energy, he is particularly informed about the stakes related 
to energy: storage, distribution, production... He currently lives and studies in Grenoble, a 
city that suits him perfectly because of it’s proximity to nature and the surrounding 
mountains. With Emilien, they will be in charge of the communication on social networks 
during the trip! Along with Emilien, they had planned on running the 2020 Paris Marathon, 
which was unfortunately canceled. Instead they decided to cycle to Beijing ! 

Elliot RICHARD (Treasurer): 
Elliot shares the same environmental convictions as his friends, which has led him to the 
same school. Musician from a very young age, he has become as sensitive and passionate 
about reducing his carbon impact as he feels for music. He has always travelled by bicycle 
and is eager to discover the world. This project is totally coherent with his personality. Very 
organized by nature, he is in charge of the administrative part of this project: creation of 
the association, budget, visas, vaccinations...His good mood and humor will be an essential 
asset for the group' tenacity during this year long adventure!



Emilien CHEVALIER (Président) :
Wanting to act in order to preserve the environment and the living, the youngest of the 
group has been involved in associations for many years. He is co-president of the 
Federation of the Students' Association for the Defense of Ecology in Grenoble. He is also 
an animator for the "Fresque du Climat" and is trained to build low-tech wind turbines. 
Now, Emilien wishes to travel with his friends while respecting his convictions: the bicycle 
is the ideal solution. A lifelong sports fan, he trains for triathlons in a club and knows a bit 
about endurance, well versed as he is mountain sports, skiing and hiking. 
Specialized in nuclear energy, he is convinced that the energy transition is possible thanks 
to this means of production but especially thanks to a reduction of the demand: his legs 
and his mind will thus provide the necessary energy to reach Asia! 

Elliott RANNOU (Secretary): 
Originally from Brittany, Elliott is known for always having a smile. Versatile in many 
fields, he knows how to take an interest in what surrounds him. His strengths lie in his 
team spirit, his good mood and his open-mindedness. His childhood as a scout gave him 
a taste for the unknown and a sense of resourcefulness. The mountains of Grenoble hold 
no secrets for him as a great climber! 
He is curious to travel and discover the world. Great lover of cinema and of the 
audiovisual world, he will be in charge of our video editing during the trip!
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Budget 
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We have estimated our project costs as follows :

Title of the expense Amount of the expense (€)

Bikes (4*1200) 4800

Camping and cycling  (4*1500) 6000

Vaccines + medicine kit + care 3000

Insurance  (700*4) 2800

Accomodation and food (365*12*4) 17520

Visas pour les 10 pays traversés n’appartenant pas à l’espace 
Schengen (10*80*4)

3200

Boat + train (4*2000) 8000

Transsibérien railway (4*800) 3200

Solidary mission (4*400) 1600

Unexpected 2000

Total cost 52 120

Total cost/person 13 030



Funding sources

Kind of funding Amount (en €)

Personal savings (4*4000€) 16000

Subsidies 6000

Selling of T shirt 500

Borrowings (4*2000) 8000

Objective with Sponsoring and partnership 21620
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We have evaluated our potential revenue sources 
as follows: 



Possible scenarios 

❑We are aware that the current health situation may pose difficulties to 
us, and that it is not necessarily the ideal year to carry out this kind of 
project. 

❑However, our school curriculum is set up to do this project during the 
2021/2022 school year and we really wanted to do it, even if it means 
changing the course of our trip. 

❑We have thought through various different scenarios, safety being at the 
forefront of our minds as well as minimizing any and all travel by air.



• Scénario 1 : No exit out of France possible → Project postponed

• Scénario 2 : A  country along our route has closed it’s borders: We will find the most efficient 
detour.

• Scénario 3 : Impossible to find a boat in Turkey → We will continue to make our way towards 
Central Asia and make a loop by bicycle there. This will lessen the possibility of achieving a 
solidarity mission in South-East Asia most likely due to timing. Our 2 options are: 1. We try to 
find a solidarity mission that is along our route, or find a Wwoofing (which is not hard to 
find). 2. We do not make a solidarity mission and we focus on our trip.

• Scénario 4 : Impossible to go beyond Turkey (towards Asia) by boat or by bike → we will 
make a tour of Europe (more facilities of circulation in those countries). 

• Scénario 5 : We manage to take a boat, arrive in South-East Asia, all according to plan, but 
the borders are closed when we arrive in China. Our two options here are: 1. We take a boat 
in Vladivostok, continue as planned, by taking  the Trans-Siberian Railway to Moscow. 2. 
Option is completely impossible we will go to India by plane (as a last resort).

• Scénario 6 : There is a Covid wave in South-East Asia or quarantine there → We will return to 
Europe by plane.

• Scénario 7 :  We make it to China but no Tran-Ssiberian Railway -We take boat to Vladivostok 
or a plane.
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Why should you support us?
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Instead of supporting us is:

• Promoting alternative tourism (bicycle tourism), respectful of the environment (no airplanes, no excessive 
comfort) and a healthy lifestyle (sport and little stress) 

 
• Promoting meeting and social interaction across cultures

• Supporting a solidarity mission in Asia 

• Supporting young students in an ambitious, constructed and well thought-out project

• Promoting sports especially cycling throughout Europe and Asia

Instead of visibilty for you: 

• 1100 students in our school ENSE3 (strong spirit of cohesion and belonging)
• 9,000 students in the Grenoble-INP engineering school network and 25,000 in the INP 

engineering group
• Our Facebook page « Pékin sans stress » (+1000 likes)
• Our Instagram account @pekin_sans_stress (+500 abonnés)
• Our Website www.pekinsansstress.com



Partnership proposals
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You want to be part of the adventure and support us? We would love it! 
How can you help us?

❑ Through sponsorship: you can provide us with sports equipment that we will need during this trip, in exchange 
for visibility on our social networks and our website.

❑ You can't offer us materials, but you can offer us financial discounts on your materials? We will gladly accept 
them and promote your brand!                  

                                                                     
❑ Financial donation to the "Pékin sans stress" association: You don't have any material that could be useful to us 

but you are interested in our project and would like to contribute to it? 
You can make a financial donation to help us get the material we will need.           
Your donation is eligible for an income tax reduction of 66% of the amount given.

❑ You might be interested in our pictures taken during our trip, with or without your equipment on it? It's possible!

❑ Have you made a trip similar to ours? You are a great traveler and you would like to give us some tips that could 
be useful? Let's talk about it! 



Proposed Financial Counterparts
❖  The financial compensations are cumulative for higher amounts.

❖  Votre don ouvre droit à une réduction d’impôt sur le revenu égale à 66% du montant versé.

• 100-200 € : Presence of your brand on Facebook and Instagram posts (at least 1 post every 3 weeks before the trip 
and every 2 weeks during the trip at least) . 

• 200-500 € : Possibility to put sponsor logos on our bike and on our mobile flag 

• 1000-1500 € : Possibility of wearing your branded clothing (and therefore visible on our photos) 
Presence of your logo on our Facebook/Instagram profile photo

• 1500-2000 € : Publication dedicated to your brand on our Instagram/Facebook + story about your brand and your 
contribution + article on our website. 
You will then be able to choose via which content you would like us to mention our collaboration (sports, solidarity 
mission, ecology, adventure...)

• 2500-3000 € : Sending of the photos taken during our project (silver and digital versions) and authorization to use 
them.

• 3000 € et + : Dedicated video: Film especially on your brand, what you bring to us and how we share the same 
values. Focusing on your indispensable help to our project.
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Contact us
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Association: Pékin sans stress
Head office: 10 Place Grenette 
38000 Grenoble 

Mail: pekinsansstress@gmail.com 

Tel: 06.52.59.69.59

Facebook: Pékin sans stress

Instagram: @pekin_sans_stress

Site internet: www.pekinsansstress.com

mailto:pekinsansstress@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/P%C3%A9kin-sans-stress-103281971805237

